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Weekly Activites you can do at home with the entire family! 

WEEK 2 ACTIVITIES @ HOME

NATURE WALK: SCAVENGER HUNT

While some of the found treasures will not last, it can extend the experience
by creating little displays/collections—to have a reminder of the experience,
right? I like this idea of collecting the dandelion seed heads in a wish jar—little
hands using child-safe scissors is fun and practices those fine-motor skills! I’ve
also resurrected my “I’ve Lost My Marbles” jar, which started out truly as a
place to collect lost marbles, which, like Legos, were constant reminders of
four boys in the house and how out of control it all felt at times. I extended
my marbles collecting to slipping in little notes about positive things that I
noticed about my kiddos behavior (and ha ha why aren’t there more slips of
paper in the jar?) because when under stress, I sometimes found my focus to
be on the negative rather than the positive. Trying to focus on the positive,
although so hard these days, is something that I am going to pay a little more
attention to this week.

Beth Detwiler 
“Eye Spy with My Little Eye” game

 

Example: "I Spy with my little eye something Green." 

 

Rainy-day inside scavenger hunt

 

Example: “Find something blue, red, and yellow"

 

Build a cozy nest inside or outside of your home

 

Example: fort; a comfy spot to hang out or a safe space to

get out of the sun.

There are more resources and tools available on  Sesame Street in

Communities about traumatic experiences and tools you can use to talk

with your children about Covid-19. 

 

https://sesamestreetincommunities.org/topics/traumatic-experiences/

Beth Detwiler

 Kith & Kin Coordinator anestinghouse@gmail.com 
Adrienne Enoch 

Madison County Early Literacy Coordinator enocha@mcpcf.com

Additional home activities


